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Google (GOOG) is a search engine and a web-based advertising system. The company's search
engine is a web-based search engine that is owned by Google, Inc. It is the most popular search

engine in the world, having a market share of more than 90% in some markets. Google was formed
in 1998 by Larry Page and Sergey Brin while they were Ph.D. students at Stanford University and

Stanford University Press, respectively. Google incorporated as a privately held company on
September 4, 1998 and was founded in October 1998. Originally called BackRub, the name Google
was chosen for two reasons. "Go" meant "quick", and "og" meant "search" in the same way that in

the term "robot", "go" meant "search robot" (i.e., a robot that searches). Google was initially hosted
by Stanford University, and the first searchable web site on the web. Its first public beta version was

made public in 1998, and the name change from BackRub to Google took place on September 4,
1998. Google has since become a verb as well, as in "to google something". Google is also the name

of the company's cloud computing offering. Google is based in Mountain View, California, and
maintains offices in other locations, including Bangalore, India, Xinjiang, China, Montreal, Quebec,

Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Zurich, Switzerland, and Tokyo, Japan. Google is the most widely used
search engine on the Internet, with 67.5 percent of all search engine traffic for the U.S. search

market. Using the Adsense system, the system automatically generates advertisements on its Web
pages. The advertisements appear in place of other ads, such as banner ads, and are typically

limited to the content of the web page or site in which they appear. Google operates the majority of
the web's most visited websites as of June 2014. Most Google websites consist of several individual
webpages that are linked to each other. However, some webpages are kept separate from the main
index, such as individual products or blogs. There is no limit to the number of website or number of

URLs that can be indexed by Google. However, in practice, many websites do not have the budget or
expertise to obtain high rankings through link building. Traffic is generated when a search engine's

algorithms, crawlers, or web spiders identify and follow specific URLs. Several major search engines,
including Google, Bing and Yahoo! allow advertisers to promote their products or services through
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